INTRODUCTION
============

Type II DNA topoisomerases are essential enzymes that catalyze the passing of one segment of the double helix through another ([@B1],[@B2]). They bind a DNA segment (gate or G segment) and introduce a transient double-stranded break in this segment, then capture another segment of the same or another DNA molecule (T segment) and transport it through the break. The break is resealed after the passing of the T segment. Thus, these enzymes can change the topology of circular DNA molecules, create knots and catenanes from DNA circles as well as unknot and unlink them, and also change DNA supercoiling.

In 1997, Rybenkov *et al*. reported an unexpected discovery related to a major subclass of type II topoisomerases. They found that type IIA DNA topoisomerases can dramatically reduce fractions of knotted and linked circular DNA molecules compared to the corresponding fractions at the thermodynamic equilibrium ([@B3]). This property of the enzymes has clear biological sense, since removing links between DNA molecules is one of their major functions. It also explains why the strand-passing reaction catalyzed by the enzymes requires energy that comes from the ATP hydrolysis incorporated into the reaction cycle ([@B3]). Indeed, the chemical reactions of breaking and rejoining DNA strands can be performed without consumption of external energy---type I topoisomerases do this catalyzing the strand-passing reaction through single-stranded DNA segments. So, evolution could develop enzymes that catalyze strand-passing through double-stranded segments without energy consumption as well. The energy is required, however, to shift a system away from the thermodynamic equilibrium, and type IIA topoisomerases do exactly this. Still, the discovery posed a puzzle that has attracted much attention in the biophysical community in the last 12 years. The problem is that topology is a global property of circular DNA molecules, and thus cannot be recognized by enzymes that only interact with DNA locally. This means that any local conformation of two DNA segments that interact with the enzyme during the reaction is compatible with any particular topology of the DNA molecule. Therefore, there is no way for the enzymes to uniquely determine topological consequences of a particular strand-passing event. However, the probability of a particular local conformation of two juxtaposed segments can depend on topology, and the enzymes can use this dependence. If some local conformation appears more often in knotted/linked molecules than in unknotted/unlinked and the enzyme use it as a substrate, it would simlify DNA topology. Of cause, in this case the enzymes will never be able to remove all knots or links in the sample of circular DNA molecules, and the experiment shows exactly this: the steady-state fractions of knots and links are greatly reduced by the enzyme action, but they are not equal to zero ([@B3]). There are always non-zero probabilities that the enzyme unlinks two linked DNA molecules and that it links two unlinked molecules. The phenomenon of topology simplification only means that the enzymes have a way to change the ratio of these probabilities. We want to understand in detail how they solve this problem.

Over the years, a few models were suggested in attempts to explain the phenomenon ([@B3; @B4; @B5; @B6; @B7]). These models are analyzed in this review. First, we describe the phenomenon of topology simplification in detail, starting from the concept of equilibrium distribution of topological states. Then, we present a theoretical analysis based on a general consideration of the phenomena. This analysis, complemented by computer simulations, is applied to each individual model. We also consider experimental data that both supports and contravenes these models.

EXPERIMENTAL FINDING OF TOPOLOGY SIMPLIFICATION BY TYPE IIA TOPOISOMERASES
==========================================================================

Rybenkov *et al.* ([@B3]) found that the steady state fractions of knots and catenanes created by the type IIA topoisomerases in solution are many times lower than the corresponding equilibrium fractions. To describe this phenomenon properly we first have to consider what the term 'equilibrium fraction' means in this particular case.

Equilibrium distribution of topological states
----------------------------------------------

If we have molecules in solution which adopt more than one state and an exchange between these states is possible, after some time the fractions of the molecules at different states, *f~i~*, will adopt their equilibrium values, *f*~i~^eq^, regardless of the initial values of *f~i~*. These equilibrium fractions are specified by the free energies of the corresponding states, *G~i~*: where *R* is the gas constant and *T* is the absolute temperature. We could use the same equation to specify the thermodynamic equilibrium between topological states of circular DNA molecules, although there is an essential distinction in this case. An exchange between different topological states of the circular molecules is impossible, so the initial distribution of the topological states is preserved as long as the molecule backbones remain intact. We can say that in this case the equilibrium distribution corresponds to an imaginary situation where segments of the circular molecules can freely pass through one another during thermal motion. Of course, the values of *f~i~*^eq^ depend on the length of DNA molecules and solution conditions that affect the physical properties of the molecules. Thus, the first question here is: how can we measure the values of *f~i~*^eq^ if there are no exchanges between the states? Fortunately, we can do this by placing the linear DNA molecules with long sticky ends under conditions where the ends join with one another. This cyclization is a very slow process ([@B8],[@B9]) in the timescale of the conformational rearrangements of linear DNA molecules, and therefore creates the equilibrium distribution of topological states. When the cyclization is complete, the molecules with different topologies can be separated by gel electrophoresis and we can measure their relative fractions to determine *f~i~*^eq^.

We can also obtain the values of *f~i~*^eq^ in the computer simulation of the equilibrium conformational ensemble for circular DNA molecules. It is known that this kind of simulation is capable of predicting large-scale DNA properties very accurately ([@B10]). The DNA model describing conformations of nicked circular DNA represents a closed chain of straight impenetrable cylindrical segments with a certain bending rigidity between them ([@B10]). Such a discrete wormlike chain model has only two parameters, DNA bending rigidity (or its persistence length) and the effective diameter of the model chain, *d*. The value of *d* accounts for the electrostatic repulsion between DNA segments and usually exceeds the geometric diameter of the double helix ([@B11]). The latter parameter strongly depends on ionic conditions because the counterions screen the negatively charged DNA segments and thus reduce the electrostatic repulsion between them. Increasing the salt concentration effectively makes DNA thinner. Both parameters of the model are well known from numerous experimental and theoretical studies \[see ref. ([@B10]) for review\].

Of course, both experimental and theoretical approaches of determining the values of *f~i~*^eq^ must produce the same results, and, as shown, they do ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, the measured and calculated fractions of the trefoil knots are in agreement over a wide range of ionic conditions in which they change by more than the order of the value (due to the change of the electrostatic repulsion between the DNA segments). If we take into account that the theoretical calculation has no adjustable parameters, the results presented in the figure should be considered solid proof that we know how to obtain the values of *f~i~*^eq^ for different topological states. Figure 1.Measured and simulated equilibrium fractions of trefoil knots for different concentrations of sodium ions \[based on the data from ref. ([@B9])\]. The experiments were performed with 10-kb DNA which was cyclized in solution of different NaCl concentrations via joining the cohesive ends. Each point on the graph (gray circles) is the average of 6--20 determinations. The results of computer simulation, shown by open circles, account for the salt concentration over the effective diameter of the double helix which strongly depends on NaCl concentration ([@B11]). Only traces of more complex knots were observed in the experiment.

Topology simplification by topo IIA
-----------------------------------

Thus, it was found that type IIA DNA topoisomerases dramatically reduce the fractions of more complex topological states, knots and links, formed by nicked circular DNAs, relative to the corresponding equilibrium fractions ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Under the substochiometric concentrations of the enzymes in solution the fractions of knots and links reach their steady-state values, *f*~*i*~^SS^, which do not depend on the initial values of *f~i~*. In the experiment presented in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} the initial fraction of trefoil knots was 10 times lower than the equilibrium value for the salt concentration used in the experiment. However, *E. coli* type II topoisomerase, Topo IV, further reduced it by nearly a factor of 10. This steady state fraction of trefoils, *f*~3~^SS^, remained practically the same when the molar ratio of the enzyme to DNA was between 0.1 and 1. Similar, but smaller reduction of *f*~3~^SS^ was observed for other type IIA topoisomerases ([@B3]). All tested enzymes also reduced the equilibrium fractions of linked circular DNA molecules by a factor of 3--15. Rybenkov *et al.* also found that the enzymes reduce the width of the topoisomer distribution in closed circular DNAs up to two times, relative to the equilibrium value. The latter effect was also studied by Trigueros *et al.* ([@B7]) and recently by Stuchinskaya *et al.* ([@B12]), who obtained similar results. Figure 2.Type IIA topoisomerase, topo IV from *E. coli*, removes topological links from DNA to level below equilibrium ([@B3]). The reaction reached its steady state at substoichiometric values of the enzyme/DNA ratio. The equilibrium value of the knot fraction for the given conditions and DNA length, 7 kb, is shown as a reference level by the dashed line. Also shown, as a control, the fraction of knots found for topo III, type I topoisomerase from *E. coli*, which does not consume the energy during the catalysis and thus must shift the fraction of trefoils to the equilibrium level.

Although the enzymes' ability to simplify DNA topology below the thermodynamic equilibrium was unexpected, it explained why type IIA topoisomerases need the energy of ATP hydrolysis to catalyze the strand-passing reaction: Shifting a system away from the thermodynamic equilibrium requires energy. It was difficult to understand, however, how the enzymes accomplish this task.

GENERAL THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
============================

In solution, large DNA molecules form very irregular random conformations. The average size of these conformations is around 500 nm for DNA molecules of 7--10 kb in length, so they are many times larger than the enzymes. These conformations continually change due to thermal motion, and there is no way for the enzymes determining topology of such DNA molecules to change it in a desired direction. This is illustrated by [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, which shows typical simulated conformations DNA molecules with different topologies. It does not mean, however, that the enzymes cannot address the problem. They have to use the local statistical properties of the molecule random conformations that may be different for the molecules with different topology. Nearly all models suggested to explain the phenomenon tried to use these properties ([@B4; @B5; @B6; @B7]). Figure 3.Typical simulated conformation of knotted (top) and unknotted (bottom) 7-kb DNA molecules. Each of the shown conformations has a segment located inside the hairpin-like G segment (red). For both conformations the potential T segment and G segment, which could interact with the enzyme, are circled by the dashed line. It seems clear from the figure that the mutual path of the segments inside the circle cannot specify topology of the entire chains. Indeed, the topology of both conformations can be easily changed outside the dashed circles. The conformations were selected from the equilibrium ensemble generated by a Metropolis Monte Carlo procedure ([@B5]).

Let us first consider knotting-unknotting process by the enzymes in general terms (we restrict our analysis by this intramolecular process for simplicity). We account for the fact that only trefoil knots appear in a notable amount in DNA molecules a few kb in length ([@B3]). Thus, the steady-state fraction of trefoils, *f*~3~^SS^, is specified by the rate constants *k*~03~ and *k*~30~, which correspond to the conversion of unknotted molecules to trefoils and vice versa. By definition, at the steady state the concentrations of all topological forms remain constant, so we can write: or where *c*~0~ and *c*~3~ are the steady-state concentrations of unknotted DNA molecules and trefoils, correspondingly. Equation ([@B3]) can be used to analyze any model of the phenomenon. The constants *k*~03~ and *k*~30~ can be estimated as: where *p*~0~ and *p*~3~ are the probabilities of the juxtaposition of two DNA segments, for unknotted conformations and trefoils, which can result in the strand-passing reaction, *r*~03~ and *r*~30~ are the probabilities of the corresponding topology changes in the case of strand-passing, and *A* is a coefficient which depends on the enzyme properties and concentration. Thus, The values on the right-hand side of Equation ([@B5]) are features of the equilibrium ensembles of DNA conformations. They can be estimated by the computer simulation of the equilibrium conformational sets for unknotted molecules and trefoils. The condition of the segment juxtaposition may include a specific geometry requirement for the G and T segments.

In the absence of any additional geometrical requirements for the juxtaposition, Equation ([@B5]) allows estimating *f*~3~^eq^, since, in this case: Now we will use these equations to analyze different models of the topology simplification by type IIA topoisomerases.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT OF THE MODELS
===========================================================

The model of knot trapping
--------------------------

The first model of the enzyme action was suggested by Rybenkov *et al.* ([@B3]). The model assumes that the enzymes first form a sliding crossover on the circular DNA by binding two of its segments. A third segment, which does not participate in the crossover, later serves as a T segment. The crossover slides along DNA changing the size of the two separated DNA domains. The model assumes that the enzyme is capable of trapping a knot in a small domain before the strand-passing reaction. Of course, in the small domain the topological equilibrium is strongly shifted to the unknotting. Although the model predicts a large reduction of *f*~3~^SS^, it is hardly possible to design a realistic physical mechanism of the trapping that would not consume enormous energy. Recently Stuchinskaya *et al.* ([@B12]) experimentally tested this model by placing obstacles for the enzyme sliding on a plasmid DNA. They found that the obstacles do not affect the ability of the enzyme to simplify DNA topology. This result strongly suggests that the knot trapping cannot be a mechanism of the topology simplification.

The model of the hairpin-like G segment
---------------------------------------

In an attempt to explain the phenomena, we suggested that the enzymes create a sharp bend in the G segment ([@B5]). If the enzymes create such a bend, they have to have a specific orientation relative to the bend. Thus, the complex with the bent G segment can provide a unidirectional passage of the T segment from inside to outside the hairpin formed by the G segment ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, it had been known that the enzymes catalyze the passage of a T segment in one direction relative to themselves ([@B13]). A unidirectional transport requires energy that is supplied by ATP hydrolysis coupled with the strand-passing. Thus, the model suggests a reason for this unidirectional strand-passing which was difficult to understand. The directionality of strand passage is only local, since the hairpin can have any orientation relative to the DNA chain. Surprisingly though, the quantitative analysis of the model showed that it predicts a large decrease of the steady state fractions of knots and catenanes relative to the equilibrium fractions ([@B5]). Figure 4.The model of type IIA topoisomerase action. The enzyme (red) bends the G segment of DNA into a hairpin-like conformation. The entrance gate for the T segment of DNA is inside the hairpin. Thus, the T segment can pass through the G segment only from inside to outside the hairpin. Although it is not clear that the suggested mechanism has to provide simplification of DNA topology, the computational analysis shows that it really does ([@B5]).

To estimate the values of *p*~0~, *r*~03~, *p*~3~ and *r*~30~, required by Equation ([@B5]), we simulated equilibrium sets of DNA molecules with a bent G segment (assuming that it is bound with the protein). The simulation used the discrete wormlike chain model of DNA which was described above. The protein-bound G segment was modeled by four straight segments of the chain, and its hairpin-like conformation was kept during the simulation while joints between other segments had their normal flexibility. The length of 1 straight segment of the model chain was equal to 10 nm. Typical simulated DNA conformations with different topologies are shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Conformations that had another segment inside the hairpin were selected from very large equilibrium sets of simulated conformations with a particular topology. The selected conformations were considered as suitable for the strand-passing reaction, and allowed calculation of *p*~0~ and *p*~3~. Then reaction products were calculated for each of the selected conformations to estimate *r*~03~ and *r*~30~.

The simulation showed that for a DNA molecule 7 kb in length with a hairpin-like G segment *f*~3~^SS^ has to be reduced by a factor of 14 relative to the equilibrium value ([@B5]). This is a surprisingly large effect because the hairpin occupies such a small portion of the DNA chain (see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The chain conformation shown at the top of [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} helps to understand this result. One can see that on the projection the juxtaposed T and G segments make two of three crossings that define the trefoil. This is nearly always true if the G segment is sharply bent. As a result, the trefoil is nearly localized in the small area of the juxtaposition. It had been shown that localization of a knot in a small part of a large closed chain increases the chain entropy because the rest of the chain receives more conformational freedom ([@B14]). The hairpin-like G segment simplifies such localization and therefore increases the probability of juxtaposition of T and G segments in knotted molecules.

If type IIA topoisomerases work as it is suggested by this model, they have to bend the G segment upon the binding, and the movement of the T segment during the strand-passing reaction should occur from inside to outside the hairpin formed by the G segment. Although it had been proven that the strand-passing goes only in one direction relative to the enzyme ([@B13],[@B15]), there were conflicting data on the G segment bending ([@B16]). Two sets of data supporting a bent conformation of the G segment were presented ([@B5]). First, the electron microscopy (EM) study showed that segments of linear or nicked circular DNA bound with the enzymes are strongly bent. It was also found that the enzymes bound with supercoiled DNA tend to be located at the superhelix apices, where the double helix has to be bent in any case. Although these data look very convincing, it is worth noting that EM studies of DNA brought many artifacts \[see ref. ([@B17]), for a good example\]. Second, it was shown that binding of Topo IV with short DNA fragments, about 200 bp in length, greatly facilitates fragment cyclization efficiency. Later, however, Roca and co-workers repeated the cyclization experiments with yeast topo II and did not observe any increase of cyclization efficiency ([@B7]). We tried recently to rectify the cyclization experiments with Topo IV and found that the enzyme\'s affinity for DNA ends is higher than for internal DNA segments. Clearly, this inhibits DNA cyclization and prevents quantitative analysis of the experiments.

A very important result, supporting the model, was obtained at the end of 2007 by Dong and Berger who published the X-ray structure of a complex between the DNA binding and cleavage core of yeast Topo II and a gate DNA segment ([@B18]). The DNA segment was sharply bent at about 150° ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Complemented by the earlier biochemical studies, the structure showed that the directionality of a T segment passage relative to the bent G segment corresponds to one required by the model. Figure 5.Cartoon representation of the structure of the Topo II DNA-binding and cleavage core bound with DNA fragment \[reproduced from ref. ([@B18])\]. DNA fragment, shown by orange, is bent by 150° in the complex.

The directionality of the strand-passage relative to the enzyme was established earlier by Wang and co-workers in their very elegant biochemical experiments ([@B13]). X-ray structure of a part of yeast topo II was known at that moment and it had been suggested that the strand-passing reaction is proceeded by a two-gate mechanism ([@B15]). Roca *et al.* designed a mutant enzyme whereby the C-gate could be reversibly locked by disulfide links ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Using this mutant and specially designed substrate consisting of linked supercoiled and relaxed circular DNAs, they reliably established the directionality of the T segment passage ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). It was shown that the T segment enters through N-gate and exits from C-gate of the enzyme, so it moves from inside the DNA hairpin to outside, in full agreement with the model. Figure 6.The two-gate mechanism of the strand-passing reaction. The diagram illustrates the experiment with mutant yeast Topo II enzyme, which the C-gate was locked by disulfide links ([@B13]). The reaction substrate consisted of the large supercoiled molecule linked with small nicked circular DNA. Unlinking of circular DNA molecules accompanied by the AMPPNP driven closure of the N-gate, left the small circular molecule topologically linked with mutant Topo II. Such an outcome is possible only if a T segment enters through the N-gate of the enzyme and exits through the C-gate.

It should be noted that the simulation shows a smaller extent of topology simplification than that found in the experiments. For example, the 14-fold reduction of the knot concentration was predicted in the simulation for 7-kb DNA, while the 90-fold reduction was observed experimentally ([@B3]). This discrepancy will not look so dramatic, however, if we take into account a limited accuracy of the theoretical analysis which is based on a very simple modeling of the actual reaction complex.

The kinetic proofreading model
------------------------------

The model suggested by Yan *et al*. ([@B4]) assumes that successive formation of two complexes of the protein-bound G segment with other segments is required for the strand-passing reaction to occur. The first complex only activates the protein but does not proceed to the strand-passing. The activating segment dissociates from the complex and only the formation of the second complex of a potential T segment with the activated protein results in the strand-passing reaction. The model is based on the assumption that the segment collisions occur more often in knotted or linked DNA molecules than in unknotted/unlinked, and the requirement of the second collision should enhance the effect of this difference. The equation for *f*~3~^SS^, corresponding to this model, has an additional multiplier *p*~0~/*p*~3~ \[compare with Equation ([@B5])\]: The authors' analysis of the model, however, ignored the fact that not all strand-passing reactions change DNA topology, that is they implicitly assumed that *r*~03~ = *r*~30~ = 1. So, they obtained a simpler equation for *f*~3~^SS^ Under the same assumption that all strand-passages change the topology of the circular molecules one can conclude that, in the absence of any specific conformational requirements for the juxtaposition, *f*~3~^eq^ = *p*~0~ /*p*~3~. Using the latter equation and Equation ([@B8]) the authors concluded that in their model The value of *f*~3~^eq^ is small for the DNA molecules used in the experiments (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), so according to Equation ([@B9]) the model has to provide a large reduction of *f*~3~^SS^. However, the term *r*~03~/*r*~30~, missed in the authors' analysis, is very important. Although *r*~30~ is close to 1, the value of *r*~03~ is very small for the considered DNA molecules ([@B5]). This means that great majority of the strand-passing events in the unknotted state do not change the topology. This term, *r*~03~/*r*~30~, rather than relatively small difference in the probabilities of juxtapositions *p*~0~ and *p*~3~, is responsible for the small value of *f*~3~^eq^ \[see Equation ([@B6])\]. In the absence of specific geometrical requirements for the juxtaposition of the G and T segments the term *p*~0~/*p*~3~ is close to 1/3 for the considered DNA molecules ([@B5]). Thus, the requirement of the second juxtaposition per se cannot substantially reduce the value of *f*~3~^SS^ relative to *f*~3~^eq^.

The kinetic proofreading model can, however, provide a larger effect of topology simplification if it is combined with other models. For example, the simulation shows that the probability of the juxtaposition of a T segment with the hairpin-like G segment is 13 times higher for trefoils rather than for unknotted DNA molecules 7 kb in length ([@B5]). Thus, the proofreading model could further reduce the value of *f*~3~^SS^ for such molecules by factor of 13, in addition to the reduction provided by the model of the hairpin-like G segment. Still, there is not any experimental indication that two collisions between the G segment-protein complex and other segments are needed for a single-strand-passing event.

The model of hooked juxtapositions
----------------------------------

Buck and Zechiedrich suggested that the enzyme binds 'hooked' G and T segments ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), and such juxtapositions more often appear in knotted and linked DNA molecules ([@B6]). As a result, unknotting and unlinking should occur more efficiently, if the enzymes only catalyze strand-passing for such juxtapositions. It remains unclear if the authors assumed that both segments are bound with the enzyme simultaneously or successively. If the protein binds the G segment first and keeps/creates the bent conformation of the segment until it binds a T segment, the model becomes nearly identical to the hairpin-like G segment model. Therefore, we consider here that in the hooked juxtaposition model both segments have to be bound simultaneously. Also, the simultaneous binding corresponds to the Monte Carlo simulations, which were performed to analyze the model ([@B19],[@B20]). Both of these simulation studies concluded that the model has to provide a large decrease of *f*~3~^SS^. Both simulations have essential drawbacks, however. The first study used a lattice model of DNA ([@B19]), which is absolutely inadequate for the analysis of DNA conformational properties due to a very large thickness of the chain segments \[see refs ([@B20],[@B21]), for example\]. Thus, the results of the analysis are not directly relevant to knotting in circular DNA molecules. The second study used a more realistic DNA model, the freely jointed chain with proper thickness of the segments ([@B20]). This polymer model is capable of giving a good quantitative description of many global DNA properties. In particular, it predicts the correct equilibrium fraction of knots for DNA molecules longer than a few thousands base pairs ([@B21]). The analysis showed that if the enzyme binds only strongly hooked juxtapositions, it can greatly reduce the value of *f*~3~^SS^ ([@B20]). This result is in a qualitative agreement with the analysis of the hairpin-like G segment model ([@B21]). The study, however, provides a weak support for the model of the enzyme action, since the freely jointed chain used in the simulation does not describe local DNA conformations properly. Indeed, a polymer model of straight segments cannot describe conformational properties in a scale smaller than the length of one segment. In the case of the freely jointed chain the length of one segment of the model chain corresponds to 100 nm, while the size of the DNA--protein complex is around 10--15 nm. The analysis based on the freely jointed chain model misses the fact that strongly hooked juxtapositions have an extremely low probability of appearance in circular DNA molecules a few kb in length. Figure 7.Diagram of a hooked juxtaposition of two DNA segments. It was suggested that such juxtapositions are typical among segment juxtaposition in linked and knotted molecules and represent a binding substrate for type IIA topoisomerases ([@B6]).

We performed an analysis of the segment juxtaposition for circular DNA of different topologies by Monte Carlo simulation, using the discrete wormlike chain model (see [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp250/DC1)). The simulation showed that hooked juxtapositions constitute a tiny fraction of all juxtapositions in circular DNA molecules a few kb in length, regardless of their topology. Still, if the enzymes are patient enough to catch only strongly hooked juxtapositions, the model would work because the fraction of the strongly hooked juxtaposition has to be essentially larger for knotted than for unknotted molecules. In this case the enzymes would exploit the same principle of knot localization that is the base for the hairpin-like G segment model. Indeed, it is not important for the effect of knot localization if the bent segment is bound with the enzyme or the bend appeared in this segment spontaneously. Thus, the topoisomerases could simplify DNA topology by binding hooked juxtapositions ([@B6]). However, the hooked juxtapositions are extremely rare in circular DNA of any topology. Therefore, if the topoisomerases bind only strongly hooked juxtapositions to reduce the fractions of DNA knots and links, they would act incredibly slowly.

The model of hooked juxtapositions is supported by an earlier electron microscopy study of DNA--topo II complexes ([@B22]). The authors observed that many topo II molecules are located at DNA crossovers when they are deposited on the EM grid. However, they obtained nearly the same result for topo I molecules which interact with only one double-stranded DNA segment during their catalytic act \[see ([@B23]) for review\]. There are no other data that support the idea of the simultaneous binding of two DNA segments by topo IIA enzymes.

A key point of the model is that the enzymes bind two juxtaposed DNA segments simultaneously rather than successively. This is rather unusual assumption in general. All well-studied cases of enzymes which catalytic acts involve two DNA segments show that they bind the segments successively ([@B24]). The mode of successive binding has a very clear advantage: formation of the full complex occurs much faster in this mode than in the mode of simultaneous binding. Of course, this kinetic argument does not mean that an enzyme cannot work in the mode of simultaneous binding. However, this mode can be essential only if the faster mode of successive binding is excluded. In the structure of the DNA--topo II complex, resolved by Dong and Berger, the enzyme is bound with one segment only, so the mode of successive binding is not excluded in this case. Thus, the existence of the structure does not support a model that assumes simultaneous binding of two DNA segments by the enzymes. Thus, the electron microscopy data remain the only experimental results supporting the idea of simultaneous binding of two DNA segments by topo IIA enzymes.

The model of three protein-bound segments
-----------------------------------------

Roca and co-workers suggested that binding a third DNA segment by the enzyme should reduce the value of *f*~3~^SS^, partially because the probability of knotting is smaller in smaller DNA loops ([@B7]). The model resembles the knot-trapping model although it does not assume the trapping. The authors did not perform any quantitative analysis of the model and the model was not specified in sufficient details for such analysis. The authors' analysis of the model mainly addresses the width of the topoisomer distribution, leaving open the mechanism of knot and link reduction ([@B7]). If we assume, following the analysis of various models by Bates and Maxwell ([@B25]), that topology simplification in this model results from dividing circular DNA into two loops and establishing the topological equilibrium in each of them, this would reduce the value of *f*~3~^SS^ for 10 kb DNA molecules to approximately one half of *f*~3~^eq^. Thus the formation of two smaller loops per se is insufficient to obtain significant reduction in the value of *f*~3~^SS^. There are only very indirect data supporting the idea that topo IIA interacts with three DNA segments during the catalytic act ([@B7]).

CONCLUSIONS
===========

The quantitative analysis and available experimental data show that the model of the hairpin-like G-segment has substantial advantages over the other suggested models. Only two simple assumptions have to be satisfied to validate the model: (i) Sharp bending of the G segment by the protein and (ii) unidirectional transport of a T segment from inside the bent G segment to outside. The experimental data provided strong support for these assumptions. Of course, it is possible that more than one mechanism contributes to the phenomenon. It is also possible that there is another mechanism of topology simplification that has not been suggested yet.

Some important questions about the phenomenon have not been solved yet. It was found by Rybenkov *et al.* that different topo IIA enzymes simplify DNA topology to different extents, so the steady state fractions of knots and links differ for various topo IIA ([@B3]). This observation is naturally accommodated into the model of the hairpin-like G segment, if we assume that the bend angle in the G segment is different for different enzymes ([@B26]). It would be important to study the correlation between the bend angle and the extent of topology simplification experimentally.

Clearly, the majority of the topo II enzymes are needed to simplify DNA topology to make segregation of newly replicated DNA molecules into dividing cells possible. There may be an exception, however. It is possible that maintaining the giant networks of linked DNA circles in kinetoplasts \[see ([@B27]), for example\] requires topoisomerases that promote linking between individual circular DNA molecules. If such enzymes exist, they have to increase the steady state fraction of knots and links relative to the equilibrium levels. Topo II enzymes responsible for assembling the network are known ([@B28; @B29; @B30; @B31]), and it would be very interesting to test how they change the distributions of topological states.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp250/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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